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1

Executive Summary

Citizens' expectations of digital experiences are set by large internet companies like Facebook, Amazon, Apple,
Netflix, and Google ("FAANG"). The better those services get, the more they raise the bar for digital services
everywhere, including in government.
However, these companies (with the exception of Apple) are Internet natives. Governments, and the management
and delivery structures they embody, have been around much longer than the Internet. Yet citizens expect their
interactions with government to be just as seamless, and just as customer-centric, as the experiences delivered by
best-of-breed Internet companies.
Digital Transformation is more about culture, process, and people than about technology. The driving force behind
Digital Transformation at the City is that citizens expect access to government services whenever they find it
convenient, and from wherever they happen to be, rather than from City-specified locations during business hours.

1.1

Recommendations

Today, the City defines and delivers services according to the organizational logic of its internal business units. To
meet its citizens' expectations, the City will instead need to:
•

Reorient service delivery around a vision of "The Citizen at the Centre."

•

Create a “halo project” whose fulfillment will require the necessary internal restructuring to put
the Citizen at the Centre.

•

Take a series of first steps required to begin implementation, derived by working backwards from the
requirements of the halo project.

•

Grapple with the technological, cultural, and staffing changes needed to reorient service delivery around the
vision of the Citizen at the Centre.

CGI recommends that the halo project be a new citizen portal, which will become the one-stop shop for all digital
services to citizens, just as 311 has become the single point of contact for all phone calls. Tackling this project
successfully requires at least five prerequisites:
1. A Digital Service Standard which defines how the portal will look and behave, starting with the services
people access most often today, and evolving from there. The first actionable steps would be defining lookand-feel standards for:
•

Events and Schedules, meaning anything that goes on a calendar. About 8% of visits to Lethbridge.ca are
to consult a schedule of some kind.

•

Online forms, since so many transactions involve the filling of forms.

2. A single citizen ID service to provide access to multiple systems from a single account, and which lets
citizens use existing social media accounts as login credentials. The first actionable steps:
•

Identify all existing sources of truth about citizens used internally at the City.

•

Catalogue the needs those systems meet (e.g. provision of name, address, birthdate, etc.).

•

Pilot a citizen ID service that meets the existing needs for at least 80% of systems.
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3. A single address registry to track all services delivered at a given address. This need has been identified
by the 311 service. First actionable steps:
•

Identify all existing sources of truth about addresses used internally at the City.

•

Catalogue the needs those address systems meet (e.g. legal lot name; GPS coordinates; etc.).

•

Define "an address" for City purposes which meets all current address needs and is extensible.

4. Develop Agile delivery competence so the citizen portal can deliver value to citizens incrementally. First
actionable steps:
•

Choose an internal project to deliver using the Scrum methodology. Any of the “Identify sources of truth”
and “Catalogue needs” projects in the other four prerequisites could be a suitable candidate.

•

Train an internal team on Scrum and implement the internal project using Scrum.

5. Automated infrastructure which is necessary for Agile development and delivery, and will also pay
dividends for meeting internal technology needs. First actionable steps:
•

Identify all operating systems, and their versions, used inside the City on both desktops and servers.

•

Monitor server usage and create “t-shirt sizes” (S, M, L, XL) for servers which would meet the needs of at
least 95% of currently-supported workloads. Consider mirroring common server configurations used on
Microsoft Azure or Amazon Web Services, to further reduce variability.

•

Create a plan for migrating to the fewest operating systems and versions possible, taking into account
upgrade cycles for critical systems.

In addition to these project and technical recommendations, this report also makes recommendations on some
cultural and process changes to enable success:
1. Appoint a Director of Digital with a mandate for all citizen-facing digital services.
2. Find the right employees internal and external, to champion the Citizen at the Centre vision and
to deliver the citizen portal.
3. Enable better, faster decision-making by considering one simple variable.
4. Leverage the work of others to enable Lethbridge to keep pace with ongoing change, without
unnecessary expense.
We have consulted extensively with Lethbridge citizens, stakeholder groups, City employees, and City business units,
including senior management. Reassuringly, everything we heard in Lethbridge is mirrored in the digital
transformation strategies of cities across Canada.
Lethbridge is small enough that it can change more quickly than larger Alberta cities like Edmonton or Calgary, yet it
occupies a regional leadership role large enough to make a material difference in the lives of over 300,000 people.
We are encouraged by the City's willingness to take a hard look at its structure and operations. We hope the ideas
presented here will reward close reading and provoke spirited, productive discussion.
Chuck McKinnon, Curtis Nybo, Magdalena Szymanski
CGI
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2

Putting the Citizen at the Centre

Putting the citizen at the centre of digital service design is not only a slogan or a buzzword; it has practical
implications for how services are designed, implemented, and delivered by the City. This, in turn, has implications for
the City's operating model.
From a citizen's perspective, things that resemble each other should have a common user interface, and a common
workflow, regardless of how they are processed inside the City.
•

Booking swimming lessons and skating time are the same thing: I want to register members of my family for
an activity.

•

Paying property taxes and paying for a parking ticket are the same thing: I owe the city money for something
and want to pay and obtain a receipt.

•

Registering for a waste pickup reminder and registering for a pet license renewal reminder are the same
thing: I want the city to remind me of a deadline.

Book
Swim
Skate

Pay
Tickets
Taxes

Citizen at the
Centre

Remind me
Waste pickup dates
Pet license renewal

These may be very different processes behind the scenes but, to its citizens, the City is a single entity. People don't
know, and don't care, how responsibilities are divided between business units. This accounts for the popularity of 311:
one number to call, representing all City services, where the person taking the call has the insider knowledge to
process a citizen's request. The person calling, by contrast, doesn't need to know anything about the inner workings
of the City.
In the context of 311, the person receiving the call has to understand each request, and the City administration
processes needed to fulfill it, and then translate or map between the citizen request and the internal processes. This
relieves the citizen of the burden of understanding.
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Consider what it would mean to translate this model to digital.
•

The implicit knowledge maps of 311 workers would need to be made explicit: given a list of common requests
by citizens, translate those into actions taken inside the City administration to fulfill each request, along with
exceptions, roadblocks, and an "end state" achieved when the request is fulfilled.

•

Each step in the resulting map would need to be automated, or perhaps the process could be streamlined first
and then the newer, more efficient process would be automated.

•

From past experience, many services would have redundant or overlapping needs, which would identify areas
for efficiency, like user registration or payment: one payment system should handle all transactions, rather
than using different payment systems depending on the type of service. Citizens may not care how business
units are organized, but they don't want their tax dollars paying for six different versions of something.

Recognizing and capitalizing on cross-business-unit efficiencies, like consolidating online registration and payment,
requires collaboration across business units in a way that sometimes contradicts the internal logic of the business unit
model. In the short run, and viewed from the perspective of a single business unit, it is easier and less risky to
implement something like, say, online pet licensing without involving others. A project might be slowed, or even
entirely derailed, by incompatible requirements from other business units.
And yet, this lack of consistency is terribly confusing for citizens. It also slows down internal initiatives in the long run.
If there were a single citizen ID mechanism to use, and a single payment system, it would make each business unit's
implementation of digital services much easier: they could leverage solid and field-tested default systems already in
place, instead of implementing their own.
As long as no one owns the end-to-end citizen experience, we can expect that services will continue to be developed
and delivered on something of an ad-hoc basis. Articulating a better vision of “how things could be” is not enough. For
business units to change their habits, there needs to be a big goal to aim at, and a mandate in support of that goal.

2.1

A One-Stop Citizen Portal

In June 2019, CGI held workshops with all 37 City business unit managers, and members of the senior management
team. We heard a lot about how creating 311 compelled business units to cooperate in ways that everyone
recognizes in retrospect were positive, even if they were challenging to realize at the time.
Change can be difficult and messy. Having a clear and concrete goal which aligns with the vision of the Citizen at the
Centre helps ensure that the transformative priorities won’t get lost while responding to existing, daily workloads.
CGI recommends that the City of Lethbridge mandate the creation of an online portal through which citizens can
eventually access all online City services. This would start small, and grow as City delivery capabilities grow.
Implementing these services on a priority basis, using what we know about how citizens already access services both
online and via 311, will help ensure that the portal delivers real value right from the start.
For example, if all we know about you is your address, we can still show your waste and recycling pickup schedule.
Later, the portal might also enable you to report missed pickups or damaged carts with one click, helping to reduce call
volumes for 311. Each of those steps builds value in its own right, and the later step builds on the former.
New citizen-facing services can be added to the portal over time, gradually replacing legacy standalone systems
which have separate logins. If you are a property owner, we can show you your property tax assessment. Since we
have your address, we can show the public and separate school districts your property is in. Here are the bus routes
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near you; the next release will enable you to see the transit schedules; eventually you might be able to see the realtime progress of buses on the route. And so on.
Creating a portal like this, with one login, one payment system, and a consistent design, will continue the momentum
of 311, requiring cooperation between business units in order to deliver services in a citizen-centric fashion.
Although the Design and Action phases for such an ambitious undertaking are out of scope for this report, there are
excellent, freely-available resources worth considering. Tom Loosemore, of Public Digital in the UK, wrote extensively
in 2018 about making Government as a Platform real. Perhaps more than anything we could write, his short (2:23)
Government-as-a-platform Youtube demo paints a compelling picture of how such a portal might work in practice.

2.2

Portal Prerequisites

Creating a portal that works effectively, and does so without compromising citizen privacy, will require at least the
following prerequisites. Each prerequisite, in turn, has a set of first actions that the City can take in the short term, and
whose completion will help to clarify medium- and long-term priorities and tradeoffs.
1. A Digital Service Standard which defines how the portal will look and behave, starting with the services
people access most often today, and evolving from there.
2. A single citizen ID service to provide access to multiple systems from a single account and which lets
citizens use existing social media accounts as login credentials.
3. A single address registry to track all services delivered at a given address. This need has been identified
by the 311 service.
4. Agile delivery competence so the citizen portal can deliver value to citizens incrementally.
5. Automated infrastructure which is necessary for Agile development and delivery, and will also pay
dividends for meeting internal technology needs.

2.2.1

Digital Service Standard

A Digital Service Standard (DSS) defines both appearance and behavior for digital services. A common appearance
and behavior across services lets people know where they are, and understand how things operate. Government
digital services usually “work in the open,” so there are numerous, high-quality examples for the City to emulate.
We believe that the City should begin by developing and applying a Digital Service Standard to two use cases:
publishing events or schedules, and online forms.
About 8% of all website visits are to consult a schedule of some kind on the Lethbridge.ca website. Many of these
schedules are embedded in PDF documents, which are “electronic but not digital” – they are, strictly speaking,
published on the website but not in a format that users can easily consume, especially when they are on a mobile
device, which describes the majority (60%) of all site visitors.
Many interactions with the City involve filling in forms. Designing a standard for forms would make the process easier
each time because people would have a consistent experience no matter which business unit receives and processes
the form. Online bookings and online payments could later leverage the DSS for forms.
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First Actionable Steps
1. Define a Digital Service Standard for events and schedules, meaning anything that goes on a calendar. About
8% of visits to Lethbridge.ca are to consult a schedule of some kind.
2. Extend the DSS to online forms, since so many transactions involve the filling of forms.
3. Make a policy decision that all new events and schedules published must adhere to the DSS.
4. Consider making the existing Lethbridge.ca events calendar subscribable so citizens can have events pushed
to their platform or device of choice.

Resources
The Ontario Digital Service has created our favourite made-in-Canada Digital Service Standard.
Similar standards and practice guides are also available from the UK GDS, the 18F office in the General Services
Administration of the United States (their technical guides are especially good, and in the public domain), and the
Canadian Digital Service. These are all excellent resources which can help the City to learn from the successes and
failures of others and to catch up more quickly than by trying to develop everything from scratch.

2.2.2

A note on Digital Registers of public data, like addresses or IDs

One of the basic functions of government is to be the authoritative source and repository of public record data.
Increasingly, this data is accessed digitally.
Registers are structured datasets of government information. Building and providing access to canonical
registers may seem prosaic but it is absolutely vital. The creation of single, accurate, trusted sources of public
information is one of the most important services a government provides and is one that the private sector cannot
easily replicate.
Before 2016, the UK government didn't have an authoritative list of countries that it recognized. When a government
service wanted a country list (say for listing a country of birth on a passport or visa application) it had to find which list
was most recent and decide which to use. Now, there is a single country register used by all departments and
services. The UK GDS calls registers "data good enough to build services on," and has written extensively about how
registers should be created, structured, and operated.
Below, we suggest two registers: addresses and citizen IDs for Lethbridge digital services. The City could begin by
creating and using those registers internally as canonical lists of the data they represent (like civic addresses), linking
them with both public and private data as required for use by various business units. This would allow such registers
to have their robustness, security, and usefulness thoroughly tested in an internal environment before being exposed
to the public.
This does not need to expose private data on the public internet, far from it. We provide our email address to people
on demand but only we can read the email messages sent to that address. The City and its citizens should both have
access to canonical registers of public data but what's linked to information available from those registers will depend
on the individual use case.

2.2.3

A single login and ID service

For the citizen portal to be viable, there will need to be a record for each citizen which, behind the scenes, can be
connected to every transaction which takes place between them and the City. That means a single source of truth for
© 2020 CGI Information Systems and Management Consultants Inc.
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citizen identity, and for that to connect to a citizen portal, there needs to be one (and only one) login system for
access to all services.
One way to jumpstart the utility of such a system is to enable citizens to sign on using online identities they already
hold. This includes Facebook, Twitter, Google accounts, etc. This means, as a technical constraint, that any login
system should support two single sign-on protocols: SAML 2.0, and OpenID Connect. These are the most common
identity protocols in use today, both on the public Internet and, increasingly, in enterprise software. Supporting these
would allow citizens to login with Facebook or Google credentials and to pre-populate their Lethbridge ID with any
information they have already shared with those companies.
A single citizen registry also supports transparency and accountability. The country of Estonia makes every access for
a citizen’s information visible in an audit trail. If there were more than one system of record, this would become
prohibitively complex. With a single system, it is relatively straightforward. Transparency of this kind goes a long way
toward alleviating fears of governments having too much information on their citizens and putting that information to
uses the citizen did not explicitly authorize.

First Actionable Steps
1. Identify all existing sources of truth about citizens used internally at the City. If there will be one canonical
record of a citizen’s ID held somewhere, we need to know where personally-identifiable information is being
used today.
2. Catalogue the needs those systems meet (e.g. provision of name, address, birthdate, etc.). No new registry
will be acceptable if it doesn’t at least provide the same amount of information that systems already need.
3. Pilot a citizen ID service that meets the existing needs for at least 80% of systems.
A pilot system need not be expensive or time-consuming to create. Merely experimenting with meeting the needs
identified in Steps 1 and 2 above would provide substantial learning for the City. CGI has previously proposed that the
City consider creating a senior-year, for-credit project for teams of Computer Science students at the University of
Lethbridge and challenge the teams to come up with an open-source implementation of an identity system that meets
the identified needs. Again, even the attempt would be very valuable and cost the City very little.

2.2.4

A single address registry

The 311 service has identified a need for an authoritative register of addresses so the City can track all service
requests provided at a given address regardless of who owns the property. A public-facing property register might
contain an address, GPS coordinates, lot number, and so on. Internally, individual business units could connect
relevant data by address, such as 911 calls responded to, property tax status, bylaw complaints received, etc. The
key is that all address lookups be made against a single address registry. Done properly, there would be no other
source of address data used inside the City.
To create such a registry, the City needs to know which systems use address information, what each system
considers to be “an address,” and how that information is used.
In conversations with the Steering Committee, we learned that discussions about addresses have been ongoing
inside the City for (estimates vary) between 12 and 17 years. At some point, necessity will compel the City to create a
single registry of address data and we believe the work on that should begin sooner rather than later.
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First Actionable Steps
1. Identify all existing sources of truth about addresses used internally at the City. If there’s ever going to be a
“single source of truth” for addresses, the City needs to know where address data is being used today.
2. Catalogue the needs those address systems meet (e.g. legal lot name; GPS coordinates; etc.). Likewise, no
“single source of truth” will be adopted if it doesn’t provide the information needed by existing systems.
3. Define what "an address" means for City purposes. This definition must meet all identified address needs,
and be extensible so it can be expanded to meet future needs as well.

2.2.5

Agile delivery competence

No Internet startup of which we are aware delivers digital services using a waterfall methodology. This is because as
teams progress in developing a new service, they learn more than they knew at the beginning, and they want and
need to be able to shift priorities in a way that takes account of their growing understanding.
The Agile Manifesto was signed in 2001. It is early 2020 as this report is being finalized, and the dominant Agile
methodology today is Scrum. Scrum is popular because it accommodates how service development actually happens
and because it allows teams to adjust their deliverables as they learn more from development. With waterfall
methodologies, which involve a lot of planning up front, there is usually one large deliverable at the end of a project, or
perhaps a gated series of deliverables months apart. The problem with this approach is that technology moves so
quickly that some of the assumptions made for developing a given system may be obsolete by the time it comes to
develop them. This results in wasted effort and delayed delivery.
Learning to work in an agile, iterative fashion is novel for many large organizations, including governments, but it is
simply table stakes for digital service development.
Fortunately, teams need not start by delivering complex technologies with a methodology that is new to them. Any of
the “Inventory sources of truth” or “Catalogue needs” steps for the other prerequisites, for example the citizen ID or
address registry, could easily be delivered using Scrum.
We believe that it will be essential for the City to develop a level of comfort and competence with Scrum, even if thirdparties deliver substantial chunks of functionality for the citizen portal, because it is how the best and most efficient
teams today build and deliver digital systems.

First Actionable Steps
1. Choose an internal project to deliver using the Scrum methodology. Any of the “Identify sources of truth” and
“Catalogue needs” projects in the other four prerequisites could be a suitable candidate.
2. Train an internal team on Scrum and implement the internal project using Scrum.

2.2.6

Automated infrastructure

In the 2018 State of DevOps report, the authors write that Stage 1 of a DevOps journey involves “Normalizing the
Tech Stack.” In other words, reducing the number of server types, operating systems, databases, and application
frameworks which are supported in-house.
One of the best ways to go faster is to reduce complexity by reducing variability. Reduce the number of variables in a
system and you automatically simplify. This pays dividends in speed, security, and stability.
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Operating systems
The more operating systems supported internally, and the more versions of those operating systems, and the more
applications that run on each version of each operating system, the more potential points of failure there will be, and -this is crucial -- the less a support person's experience in one environment can be leveraged in another. Standardizing
on one version of one operating system is an excellent way to reduce complexity. Any attempt to do so will uncover
obstacles (incompatible applications, obsolete software, etc.) whose resolution will further contribute to simplicity.

Standardized servers and automated infrastructure
Cloud servers are often configured in "t-shirt sizes," with specs akin to Small, Medium, Large, X-Large. Rather than
customizing servers by application system requirements, if an application doesn't fit in one server size it is simply
bumped to the next size up. This logic works just as well for servers hosted locally or in data centres as it does for
cloud servers.
Standardizing servers also makes it possible to automate the provision of computing power. Traditionally, people
needing more compute power submit a request to an infrastructure team to get a server added to a cluster or a data
centre. They are given a cost estimate and, once it's approved, the hardware has to be ordered, configured,
installed/deployed, integrated into the monitoring fabric, reviewed by security, etc. Classic IT procurement of this sort
can take up to 6 weeks to complete.
At the 2009 Velocity conference, John Allspaw and Paul Hammond, then working at photo-sharing site Flickr, gave a
seminal talk called "10+ deploys per day," in which they explained how their teams were deploying changes to the live
Flickr site ten or more times per day, in production. Their number one lesson: automated infrastructure, now called
"Software-defined infrastructure" or "Infrastructure as Code" is the indispensable prerequisite to the rapid
development of new services that customers care about. Internet companies took them seriously and, a decade later,
new changes are deployed on Amazon.com every 11.6 seconds, on average.
This is completely foreign to most large, traditional organizations, yet automated compute infrastructure is becoming
easier and cheaper all the time, and is at the heart of Amazon's and Microsoft's cloud offerings. Organizations often
wrestle with "Shadow IT" where staff use Dropbox, Google's G Suite applications, Trello, and other cloud software
even when such are forbidden. Shadow IT is a best seen as a symptom, not a problem. There's an old, probably
apocryphal story of a new university campus which waited two semesters before laying any sidewalks. They simply let
students wear pathways in the campus lawns and laid the sidewalks where they were needed, rather than placing
sidewalks before the students arrived. Shadow IT shows what software and services people feel they need in order to
do their jobs. One of the best ways to respond to those needs is to make it easy and inexpensive to pilot new tools
internally, before committing to them fully.
Paradoxically, reduced variability plus automated deployment means that sandbox environments can be created with
relative ease, where curious staff can experiment with new software and new ideas in a limited scope. This follows the
mantra discussed in the June workshops: Pilot, Evaluate, Scale (or Abandon). Too many good ideas are never
attempted because the effort required discourages people from even asking. There are lots of bad ideas too -experiments which don't work -- and here standardization and automation are even more important because they limit
the cost of failure, which makes it easy to say "Yes" to new ideas and experiments.
For internal teams, getting access to compute power should increasingly be an event and less a process -- something
that can be done quickly, cheaply, and automatically, like turning on a light switch. Reducing the opportunity cost of
trying new things reduces risk and increases learning. This is crucial for better decision-making. Whether the City
decides that a given workload should be hosted in the cloud or on-premise, it should increasingly seek to take
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advantage of the progress made by the cloud computing giants in standardizing and automating the provision of
computing power.

First Actionable Steps
1. Identify all operating systems, and their versions, used inside the City on both desktops and servers.
2. Monitor server usage and create “t-shirt sizes” (S, M, L, XL) for servers which would meet the needs of at
least 95% of currently-supported workloads. Consider mirroring common server configurations used on
Microsoft Azure or Amazon Web Services, to further reduce variability.
3. Create a plan for migrating to the fewest operating systems and versions possible, taking into account
upgrade cycles for critical systems.

2.2.7

Why these Prerequisites and their First Actionable Steps are first

A lot of the work identified in these Prerequisites is foundational, and allows the City to meet identified needs in a
straightforward way. For example, if there’s a single login process, and a single registry of addresses, and a Digital
Service Standard for online forms and for events, then implementing a more complex service, like booking skate
times, becomes a pretty straightforward exercise.
Absent this foundational work, services will likely continue to be developed as standalone services, and each such
service will need to address one or more of the foundational steps we’ve identified as Portal Prerequisites. This
duplication of effort is not only inefficient: it slows the pace of innovation, as each new service noticeably increases
the support burden until existing resources have no time to create anything new; they are too busy merely supporting
what already exists.

2.3

Stopgaps

There are some interim steps the City might consider taking to meet existing demand while developing the first
version of the citizen portal.

2.3.1

Online bookings

Parents can already book swimming lessons online, and have been told that booking skating is “coming soon.” The
City may deem it necessary to implement skating time booking with the existing system to meet existing demand,
even knowing that such a system will be eventually replaced.

2.3.2

Subscribable calendar

Approximately 8% of users visit the Lethbridge.ca website to consult schedules of one kind or another. The calendar
on the website displays events, but does not currently let site visitors subscribe to events so that e.g. they can receive
update notifications on their phones. Depending on the complexity, enabling that feature would provide immediate
value on the existing platform.

2.4

Acquiring new technologies while transforming

A recurring question from the Steering Committee and various business units is: what factors should be taken into
consideration when acquiring new technologies to ensure their forward compatibility with the direction that the City
may take with the citizen portal?
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Without trying to constrain the City’s future plans, there are two criteria which we can safely recommend that any new
system should meet:
1. Does the system support single sign-on using either SAML 2.0 or OpenID Connect? These are the two most
common single sign-on protocols in use today. It is a safe bet that any system implementing one or both will
be compatible with any single sign-on platform the City adopts in future.
2. Does the system have an API? An Application Programming Interface lets the City query the system for data
without going through the user interface. This means that it’s possible to combine data from multiple systems
by querying each system’s API for the necessary information. It helps prevent info silos and vendor lock-in.
These two simple suggestions will go a long way toward supporting any future technological direction the City takes.
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3

Cultural Considerations

3.1

Appoint a Director of Digital

All organizations and institutions which predate the Internet are finding challenges in adapting to the new reality the
Internet creates. The ubiquity of this kind of institutional difficulty -- across industries, and in both the private and
public sectors -- indicates that it is a systemic, organizational issue, and not the failing of individual managers.
Managers of individual units can hardly be faulted for making their first priority the fulfillment of that unit's
responsibilities. CGI recommends that the City of Lethbridge create a Senior Management role, Director of Digital,
with a mandate to help business units reconsider how they develop and deliver services, to own the responsibility for
all citizen-facing digital services, and to coordinate the integration of internal systems which support those services.
There are excellent exemplars of this role in Canada, albeit at different levels of government. One standout is Hillary
Hartley, the Chief Digital Officer of Ontario. When she wrote her first-year retrospective in 2018 she observed:
"I took a job with Digital in the title. But it’s too limiting; people automatically think about websites. And what
we’re trying to do is bigger than simply creating useful websites. We’re trying to get program and policy
owners... to think differently about how they approach their services, using the tools and practices of the
internet-era to respond to people’s raised expectations."

That's the right scope.
One of the books we recommended in June, Digital Transformation at Scale, has an excellent, thorough, and detailed
chapter (Chapter 5) which covers hiring a Chief Digital Officer. Their recommendations are borne of experience, and
do not conform to what might intuitively be expected; they recommend against hiring someone from an Amazon or a
Netflix, for example. It is the best hiring guide we know of for a new, challenging role.

3.2

Find the Right People

Finding the right people is never easy and there is worldwide competition for technical talent. However, Lethbridge
can offer something that many startups and established technical companies cannot: a sense of mission and the
meaning that goes with it.

3.2.1

Opportunities for existing staff

Internally, the City can look for staff who are already pushing for digital change, and give them an opportunity to grow
into existing or newly-available roles. Adrian Cockcroft of Netflix gave a DevOps Enterprise Summit talk in 2015,
where he commented about the number of CEOs who insisted that they lacked the engineering competence to
innovate at the pace Netflix sustains. Cockcroft’s rejoinder was that Netflix has gotten virtually all of its talent from
large companies, rather than by poaching from other startups. He asserts that most organizations simply don’t have
roles adequate to allow such people to contribute at the level of their ability.
The inventories, needs assessments, and pilot projects we recommend in the Portal Prerequisites section of this
report should give ample scope for interested and capable talent to demonstrate their ability. Some of these would
also be interesting opportunities for intern students from the University of Lethbridge or other institutions to tackle
problems at a scale that few other employers in Lethbridge could match.
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3.2.2

Recruiting from outside

In 2013, Mikey Dickerson, a site reliability engineer at Google, was parachuted in by the Obama administration to
rescue healthcare.gov, the website that was supposed to allow citizens to sign up for health insurance but which
hardly functioned at launch. After successfully turning the project around, he briefly returned to Google.
Reflecting on the aftermath of his experience, at the Velocity conference in Silicon Valley, Dickerson said:
"So I went back to my old job and tried to care about it. I was not successful. On one hand the company does
not need me; there are thousands of other engineers that are as good or better. On the other hand, if I
succeeded beyond anybody’s wildest dreams the net effect is that some extra billions of dollars would go to
one billionaire instead of a different billionaire. It was hard to see why I should bother, and still is."

Dickerson was persuaded to come back to government and establish the U.S. Digital Service, modeled on the
Government Digital Service of the U.K. He accepted, and expected to have a challenge recruiting 10 people. Instead,
he found that "...I actually got over a thousand applications." Where he had expected to tackle three projects for three
agencies, instead he reported that "[t]he demand from the agencies is also more than we could ever satisfy. We have
met with 22 of them and identified around 60 projects that need attention."
"Some of you," Dickerson continued, "are working right now on another app for people to share pictures of food, or a
social network for dogs. I am here to tell you that your country has a better use for your talents."
That Dickerson received 100x the number of applications he could initially hire, is a testament to people's desire for
meaningful work which makes a material difference in the lives of others.
The University of Lethbridge and Lethbridge College give the City a deep pool of young, capable talent from which to
recruit. The City offers lower-cost housing, shorter commute times, and more sunshine than many other Alberta cities
with comparable amenities. It has excellent recreational facilities and is close to the Rocky Mountains and to the U.S.
border. If it is serious about offering meaningful opportunities to create and improve digital government, Lethbridge
should be able to attract and retain the right mix of digital, creative, and managerial talent to make its vision a reality.

3.3

Aim for Better, Faster Decision-Making

In his 2015 letter to shareholders, Amazon founder Jeff Bezos wrote about two very different types of decisions:
"One common pitfall for large organizations – one that hurts speed and inventiveness – is one-size-fits-all
decision making.
"Some decisions are consequential and irreversible or nearly irreversible – one-way doors – and these
decisions must be made methodically, carefully, slowly, with great deliberation and consultation. If you walk
through and don’t like what you see on the other side, you can’t get back to where you were before. We can
call these Type I decisions. But most decisions aren’t like that – they are changeable, reversible – they’re twoway doors. If you’ve made a suboptimal Type II decision, you don’t have to live with the consequences for
that long. You can reopen the door and go back through. Type II decisions can and should be made quickly
by high judgment individuals or small groups.
"As organizations get larger, there seems to be a tendency to use the heavy-weight Type I decision-making
process on most decisions, including many Type II decisions. The end result of this is slowness, unthoughtful
risk aversion, failure to experiment sufficiently, and consequently diminished invention."
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To prevent Type II decisions being made with Type I methodology, reduce the cost of failure, and reduce the time
required to experiment with new ideas.
Historically, many decisions involving the use of technology are subject to careful risk-management procedures
because the cost of failure is so high. When the cost of implementation comes down, it's harder to justify expensive
risk management; it can become cheaper to experiment with candidate solutions than to carefully and methodically
consider each.
One of us once worked for an oil company who budgeted $1.5M to write a timesheet application. The project went
more than 4x over its original budget, was three years late, and it resulted in a lamentable time tracker.
Meanwhile, commercial time trackers exist. An alternative solution might have been:
•

Pick 30 people.

•

Pick three commercial time trackers, like Harvest, Noko, and Toggl, and assign each one to a team of 10.

•

Have each team of 10 use their designated app for two months then switch. At the end of six months, all
teams have used all three time trackers for two months each.

•

Have finance and HR assess the reporting capabilities of each app. Have IT security assess each app's
security and fitness for use on corporate and/or personal devices.

•

Pay the SAP guy to integrate the winning app's data output with SAP.

•

License the winning app to all 500 users.

This Type I problem could have been a Type II problem, solved in under eight months, for less than $100,000. The
original budget of $1.5M would have covered the license fees for 500 users for over 100 years, and no oil company
will ever write a better time tracker than a company whose revenues depend entirely on time tracking.
Not all problems can be resolved this way, but with the growing popularity of software as a service, an increasing
number can. The City should actively seek to push decision-making as far down its hierarchy as possible, looking for
opportunities where it can safely remove Type I processes from what ought to be Type II decisions.

3.4

Leverage the Existing Work of Others

When the Java programming language was at the height of its popularity, Bill Joy, then head of Sun Microsystems,
made a trenchant observation:
"[T]he smartest people in the world don’t all work for us. Most of them work for someone else. The trick is to
make it worthwhile for the great people outside your company to support [you]. Innovation moves faster when
the people elsewhere are working on the problem with you.”

On its own, the City could never keep pace with well-funded multinational companies whose work sets our
expectations for digital service design.
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In the presentation delivered to the Steering Committee and the Senior Management Team in October, CGI
referenced Isaac Newton's idea of "Standing on the Shoulders of Giants" and suggested that the City could benefit by
Learning from the work of others; by Participating with other municipalities and with other levels of government where
it made sense, and by allowing teams to Build services based on carefully-chose open-source software as an
alternative to commercial software or to software as a service, where it makes sense. We will take these ideas in turn.

3.4.1

Learn

So many of the challenges faced by Lethbridge are faced by cities large and small around the globe. These cities
increasingly recognize that shared burdens are lighter; they are increasingly sharing information and learning from
each other, from research institutions, and from other levels of government. Lethbridge is definitely not alone!
The Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University has an entire subdomain, Data-Smart City Solutions,
dedicated to sharing best-practice information from around the world as it relates to the use of data in cities. For
example, they have a Starter Kit for Data-Smart Cities, which includes a data maturity framework from the University
of Chicago for use in evaluating "your city's readiness for data-driven government." This simple, two-page Word
document with a series of questions answered by choosing one of four maturity levels for each question. It is clear,
concise, and actionable. We are not aware of a better one, and it is free to use.
We have already referenced the Digital Service Standard work created and openly published by government digital
service organizations around the world, which gives the City an excellent starting point, and an ongoing check for
what best-of-breed work is happening elsewhere.
The broader point, regardless of the specific resources, is that Lethbridge is walking a well-trodden path. While
changes such as this report suggests may be new here, they are not new to governments everywhere, and much pain
can be avoided by learning from the experience of others.

3.4.2

Participate

Should the City decide to actively collaborate with other municipalities and institutions, there are opportunities ranging
from completing surveys to engaging directly with foreign governments.
We previously mentioned the University of Chicago's data maturity framework. They have developed a survey where
they ask cities to share their results and their feedback, to help the university better understand and refine its model.
Looking at deeper engagements, the Los Angeles Department of Transportation recently created a data standard for
sharing mobility data from e-scooter companies like Lime and Bird, so it can better understand the impact of these
scooters on urban transportation patterns. They went further and created the global non-profit Open Mobility
Foundation, which other cities are free to join, as a governing body for the standard. This benefits the participating
cities and the e-scooter companies by providing a common platform which both can use.
At CGI, we believe that there will be an increasing number of such open, global, non-profit entities founded to
coordinate information sharing and solution design between cities. Lethbridge does not currently have e-scooters on
its streets but the time is probably coming soon. When it does, Lethbridge can decide how much or how little data it
wants to consume about such devices on its streets by leveraging the work already done by other cities toward the
same end.
And finally, in 2018, Canada signed a memorandum of understanding with the nation of Estonia related to digital
government. Estonia is perhaps the most advanced e-government state in the world with 99% of government services
available online. Should Lethbridge wish to better understand how Estonia has done what it has done, reaching out to
Lethbridge MPs should be enough to locate a suitable government resource in Estonia.
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This trend is not unique to governments. Libraries across North America recently came together to create Project
ReShare, an open source interlibrary-loan platform designed to protect libraries from monopoly power in the
commercial market for library software. We expect that libraries around the world will soon sign on, not only in North
America. We see this as another sign that institutions which predate the Internet are increasingly leveraging the tools
and techniques of the Internet era to further their missions in the public interest.

3.4.3

Build

When we wrote of making better, faster decisions, we gave an example of using software-as-a-service tools in place
of building them in-house. There are also use cases where it may make sense to build a service, not from scratch, but
again by leveraging the work of others.
In recent years, many internet companies have open-sourced substantial toolsets which solve difficult problems,
hoping to invite others to contribute by (at the low end) using the software and reporting bugs, up to and including
making substantial code contributions. These projects meet with greater or lesser success depending on how big a
problem they solve.
Many of these applications are commercial-grade and many offer commercial support. But, congruent with the ideal of
lowering the cost of experiments and decisions, these applications can be trialed without any license cost, and often
run on commodity hardware that is very inexpensive.
SOGo, for example, is a commercial-grade, open-source groupware application offering webmail, calendar, and
contacts capabilities, compatible with open standards and with Microsoft Exchange. Unlike many of its open-source
rivals, it looks good, runs quickly, and is generally a pleasure to use. Its main corporate sponsor, Inverse.ca, is based
in Montreal. Inverse doesn't charge anything for licensing; instead, they sell packages which include installation and
ongoing support. This lets companies trial SOGo without precommitting to a large, expensive obligation. If SOGo
works for them, they can either support it themselves or they can engage Inverse to support their installation. Not
surprisingly, many choose paid support.
With so many open-source applications available, many of dubious provenance and quality, how might the City take
advantage of what such applications offer without incurring undue security, support, or performance risks?
There are two large, world-renowned, curated repositories of commercial-grade, open-source software: the Apache
Software Foundation and the Cloud-Native Computing Foundation. CGI recommends that the City consider preclearing the use of such software in sandbox environments to evaluate its fitness for purpose. Some of these projects
are likely overkill for the City's needs. Vitess, for example, is the database system that powers YouTube, whose daily
data volumes dwarf those of every government in Canada combined.
We are not advocating for the adoption of particular software, or even of particular software licenses. Rather, we
believe that when a City employee thinks "I wonder...?" about a question important to their line of business, that there
should be low-cost, low-risk ways to experiment with finding an answer. As technology advances, some classes of
software become more a tool to reach for as needed and less an investment on hand at all times. The only way this
becomes practical is if a catalog of free software, known to be reliable, can be occasionally and automatically trialed
on demand, in a protected environment.

3.5

Keeping Pace with Expectations

Citizen expectations keep increasing, redefining what levels of service are expected as a matter of course. We know
this because we baselined people’s expectations across the City of Lethbridge and compared them to citizen
expectations detailed in digital strategies across the country.
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The question is not whether the City of Lethbridge should provide such services; the question is when it will provide
them, and how. Leaving this to a later date, or dismissing it as impractical, will only delay the inevitable, to the
detriment of the City's reputation. Moving forward boldly, but pragmatically, will burnish the City's reputation, make
internal operations more efficient, and give Lethbridge an ongoing advantage in attracting and retaining people and
businesses.
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4

What Citizens Want

4.1

Surveys & Stakeholder Engagements

Over the course of this project, CGI conducted surveys, interviews, and other stakeholder engagements to capture
the needs and feedback of the citizens of Lethbridge in relation to the City’s digital services. These engagements
included interviewing, surveying, or participating with the following groups:
•

A citizen survey launched through the getinvolvedlethbridge.ca portal

•

Over 20 stakeholders from various sectors and organizations, including small businesses, non-profits,
members of the Indigenous community, the school board and post-secondary institutions, chamber of
commerce, as well as various vulnerable communities

•

A City of Lethbridge Community Conversation (open house showcasing various City projects)

•

Internal City employee survey

•

37 City business unit managers

•

The City Manager and the Senior Management Team

The input from this stakeholder analysis is incorporated in various aspects of this report, including citizen personas, a
summary of City employee survey trends, lethbridge.ca website analytics, 311 analytics, and others.
Detailed results of the internal and external surveys can be found in the Survey Trend Details appendix.

4.2

Comparable Municipalities

4.2.1

Top Priorities of Comparable Cities Overview

We followed two criteria in deciding which cities were comparable to Lethbridge for our purposes. The first is that each
city needed to be of roughly comparable size to the City of Lethbridge. As the City’s catchment area comprises some
350,000 people, and the City is a regional hub, we focused on cities of no larger than approximately 500,000
population and omitted the larger centres (Calgary, Vancouver, Toronto). The second criterion was that comparison
cities have a defined digital strategy accessible to the public. These published strategies provide the insight necessary
to develop a holistic view of their respective digital priorities.
A summary of the key priorities identified for each of the listed municipalities is provided in the diagram below. Nine of
the top priorities identified in the community engagement initiatives with Lethbridge citizens were specifically chosen
for comparison. Municipalities which had identified the same priority in their digital strategies are indicated by their
respective color.
A detailed description of each municipality’s digital strategies can be found in the Appendix.
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Ecommerce

Data Analytics

Open Data Initiatives

Online Payments of utilities, taxes, license
renewals, etc.

Increased use of available data sets for better
informed decision making

Establish or maintain a catalogue of datasets
updated frequently for use by all citizens

Citizen Dashboard

Mobile Apps

City-Wide Wi-Fi Access

A single customized source of information for
citizens, integrating multiple datasets

Development and maintenance of mobile
apps for city services (transit, parking, etc.)

Free WiFi in public places or city-wide Wi-Fi
availability

Increased Broadband
Access

Digital Literacy
Programs aimed at helping communities and
individuals get connected online

4.2.2

City

Population

Richmond, BC
Fredericton, NB
Markham, ON

216,000
58,000
343,000

Ensuring high speed internet access to all
areas of the city

Surrey, BC
Kitchener, ON
St. Albert, AB

518,000
242,000
66,000

Smart Infrastructure
Implementation and optimization of smart
buildings, smart street lights, etc.

Kelowna, BC

132,000

Digital Maturity of Comparable Municipalities

The following diagram depicts the relative digital maturity of the City of Lethbridge and seven similar sized
municipalities in five of the earlier identified priorities. The key insight is that what Lethbridge citizens are asking for is
very similar to what other municipalities are prioritizing. In terms of digital maturity, Lethbridge aligns closely with the
progress of other cities in these areas.
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Ecommerce
Mobile Apps

Citizen
Dashboard

Data Analytics

Smart
Infrastructure

City

Population

Richmond, BC
Fredericton, NB
Markham, ON

216,000
58,000
343,000

Early
Adoption

Exploring

Absent

Surrey, BC
Kitchener, ON
St. Albert, AB

518,000
242,000
66,000

Enabled

Kelowna, BC
Lethbridge, AB

132,000
100,000

The horizontal axis is as follows:
•

Absent: Limited or no capabilities in this area

•

Exploring: Have experimented with basic functionality; may already have some basic functionality in
place in particular areas/departments

•

Early Adoption: In the process of roll-out to further areas/departments with near future widespread
adoption

•

Enabled: Fully integrated, widespread adoption across the organization. Structures in place for future
scaling
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Each priority is identified below:
Ecommerce
All the municipalities are Early Adopters or Enabled in Ecommerce. This includes having the ability to receive online
payments, where enabled municipalities have enhanced features such as a single payment portal or payments
integrated into a mobile app. Lethbridge remains competitive in this space with other municipalities, with the ability to
accept online payments, but without a single payment system or mobile flexibility.
Mobile Apps
Mobile apps are used by all municipalities to varying degrees. Municipalities in the Exploration phase have limited
apps available, such as a transit app, with the majority of city services unavailable on a mobile app. Early adopters
have multiple mobile apps such as transit, waste/recycling, and parks. However, they lack an integrated city app that
allows mobile access to multiple city services from a single city account. The Enabled cities in this comparison have
some type of ‘MyCity’ app with integration into various city systems (e.g. payments, personal information) and
dashboards.
Citizen Dashboards
Fully developed and integrated citizen dashboards are less common than other citizen-identified priorities due to their
inherent complexity. The larger municipalities of Richmond and Surrey have comprehensive citizen portals, complete
with mobile integration. Other smaller municipalities are actively exploring this space with small pilots but lack
cohesive integration with other city systems.
Data Analytics
Data analytics is the most common strategic priority identified by all comparable municipalities. Municipal
governments realize the significance of harnessing data to guide business decisions but have implemented initiatives
to varying degrees. The majority of municipalities have some level of analytics capabilities but differ on the amount of
data that is shared across departments and in data protection governance. Fully enabled municipalities have well
understood data governance models that facilitate the use of data across departments paired with the proper tools
and skills to derive actionable insights. For example, this enablement allows the City of Surrey to use various
collected data points to predict crime or make energy distribution changes to improve efficiency.
Smart Infrastructure
Smart infrastructure relies on a robust foundation of data analytics experience and capacity to be fully integrated. All
comparable municipalities are at minimum exploring this space with initiatives as simple as smart lighting or HVAC
systems in public facilities. Many municipalities are at the early adoption stage, running pilots of different technologies
to gauge potential benefits from each project before large investments are made. Enabled municipalities have a large
amount of smart infrastructure that is integrated with analytics capabilities with proven benefits from the technologies.
The City of Kitchener’s LED replacement initiative, where network infrastructure was installed alongside the new lights
to support future smart infrastructure sensors, is a good example of enablement.
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4.3

How Citizens Use Online Services – Lethbridge.ca

Lethbridge.ca serves as the main portal for citizens to interact with the City. The site serves a wide variety of
purposes, ranging from a resource directory and information hub to an ecommerce platform for paying bills and
tickets. Google Analytics data from the website provides insight into how citizens use online services and what
services are requested the most. This brings to light a few common challenges that users encounter when interacting
with the services and tools available online.

4.3.1

Audience & Usability

Audience data provides detail into who is accessing the City website and on which devices. The data shows that
Lethbridge citizens access Lethbridge.ca using mobile devices 59.2% of the time. This aligns with a global trend
where mobile devices account for 52.2% of all website traffic worldwide in 2018, up from 0.7% in 2009 (Statista).
A large number of mobile devices run Apple’s iOS with a smaller amount running
Google’s Android operating system. These figures speak to the importance of
having a website optimized for mobile, more commonly referred to as a
responsive website. The importance of mobile optimization is highlighted by the
user age distribution provided through Google Analytics where mobile-wielding
25-34-year-olds account for the largest portion of website visits.

Data sampled from Sept 30, 2017 – Sept 25, 2019

9.2%

Device
Usage

50.0%

40.8%

Lethbridge.ca does have responsive capabilities, changing screen resolutions
and text sizes depending on which device is being used for access. However,
the current level of responsiveness is inadequate for today’s users. This is
identified in tests utilizing Google PageSpeed Insights, Lethbridge.ca is
consistently ranked with a low score ranging approximately from 20/100 to
45/100 for mobile devices, depending on which web page is tested. This test
scores the queried web page by the usage of web development best practices,
as well as the time it takes for web elements to load and render.

Mobile

Desktop

Tablet

6.8% 1.9%
17.6%

Operating
System

41.4%

32.3%
iOS

The tool can be accessed and used for free and provides potential solutions to
help increase the PageSpeed score (e.g. serving images in optimized formats
or removing unused CSS code). The desktop version of the website is better
optimized for desktop visits, consistently receiving scores from 70/100 to
85/100.

Windows

Android

Mac

Other

User Age Distribution
65+
55-64
45-54
35-44
25-34
18-24
0%
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20%

30%

40%

4.3.2

Traffic Acquisition

Acquisition data provides insight into where website users are coming from. By understanding where traffic originates
on the internet, the City can place an emphasis on supporting those referral sources.

5.8% 0.3%
7.4%
42.6%

36.5%
Organic Search

18.1%

Facebook

Direct

Traffic
Channels

Referral
Source

Social
Referral
Other

Lethbridge.ca
Twitter
311.lethbridge.ca
Other

2.2%
68.4%
9.1%

9.6%

Google Analytics traffic channel data indicates how users access the site. Organic search comprises the largest traffic
source, which includes all searches from search engines (e.g. Google, Bing). Users logging on directly to
Lethbridge.ca by typing in the URL are included in the second largest source, direct traffic. The smaller portions
comprise traffic from social network sites, while ‘referral’ accounts for all other referring websites.
Organic search traffic is often the largest traffic channel as it speeds up the process of finding information for the user,
and is often a starting point for surfing the web. A key finding is the percentage of traffic originating from the social
networking sites Facebook and Twitter. The Referral Source chart above provides further insight into the referral
traffic channels, where Facebook and Twitter account for 51% of all referral traffic.
The large portion of social traffic emerging from Facebook and Twitter is a product of the City of Lethbridge’s social
network communication efforts. Citizens and organizations repeatedly identified the City Facebook and Twitter pages
as one of the easiest ways to interact with the City. Citizens praised the City’s fast response times to Facebook and
Twitter posts/comments/messages and were impressed with the overall interactivity of the pages. This shows how
Facebook and Twitter represent one of the main avenues for the City to interact with the community on a platform that
is already being used by a large portion of the population.

4.3.3

Top Search Terms & Top Pages

Google Analytics provides further insights into how users use the website’s search function and what that usage says
about the most visited pages. Over the timeframe of 2017 to 2019, approximately 3% of all site visits included use of
the search box, accumulating to over 86,000 unique searches. The top 20 searched terms are listed below.
A key statistic is the % Search Exits, which represents the percent of searches in which the user immediately exited
the site without clicking on any of the search results provided. The most common reason for a high search exit
percentage is the user being unable to find what they are originally searching for. The Average Search Depth
represents the number of search pages viewed after receiving the search results. For the entire Lethbridge.ca
website, the percentage of users abandoning the site after a search is 27.3% while the average number of search
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result pages viewed is 2.03. This provides a strong quantification of the common citizen complaint around the
unreliable search feature on the website. The list also highlights citizen comments where they ask for more interactive
mapping features. This is validated by ‘Maps’ being the most searched term.
Top Search Term

Total Unique
Searches

% Search
Exits

Avg. Search
Depth

1.8%

2.75

1

Default Landing Page

8.7%

2

Career Opportunities

5.7%

Most Visited Pages

% of
Pageviews

1

Maps

1151

2

Jobs

1108

6.5%

1.84

3

Property tax

807

4.0%

3.08

3

Aquatic Pools Schedule

3.5%

4

Recycling

473

44.6%

1.97

4

Monthly Events Calendar

1.9%

5

Satisfaction survey

414

92.0%

0.20

5

Public Skating Schedule

1.7%

6

Utilities

382

5.4%

2.31

6

Transit Route Schedules

1.6%

7

Transit

372

13.2%

3.04

7

Online Payments

1.5%

8

Parking

333

4.8%

3.39

8

Pets for Adoption

1.5%

9

Dog license

323

23.8%

1.70

9

E-Utility

1.1%

10

Fire ban

312

17.3%

1.54

10

Living Here Directory

1.1%

11

Cannabis

261

13.8%

2.34

11

Nicholas Sheran Pool

1.0%

12

Census

252

8.3%

2.11

12

Census

1.0%

13

Parking

235

12.8%

2.97

13

Contact Us Directory

1.0%

14

Power outage

221

42.1%

1.27

14

Animal Shelter

0.9%

15

Citywise

212

38.2%

1.09

15

Henderson Pool

0.8%

16

Permits

209

9.1%

3.55

16

Transit News & Information

0.8%

17

Design standards

207

7.7%

1.24

17

Things To Do

0.8%

18

Bylaws

205

8.3%

1.88

18

Stan Siwik Pool

0.8%

19

Garbage

200

33.5%

1.66

19

Waste & Recycling Center

0.8%

20

Landfill

162

30.9%

1.22

20

Aquatic Pools Programs

0.7%

The most visited pages table details the pages that receive the largest percent of total pageviews. Pageviews include
all visits to a web page, and these percentages are nearly identical to the percentage share of the unique pageviews
of these pages.
The list of the top 20 most visited pages highlights the issue identified by users where they find it difficult to access
schedules online as they are in PDF form. This issue is made worse when trying to view the PDF schedules on a
mobile phone. The large amount of negative comments regarding PDF schedules results from three of the most
visited pages being those that host schedules for transit, aquatic pools, and public skating in PDF format. This
provides an opportunity for the City to improve its website usability by following the best practice of publishing this
data in HTML rather than PDF. This would improve responsiveness to different devices, google search results, and
ease navigation of the material.
Other notable top pages include the large amount of traffic by the E-Utility and online payments page. Citizen
feedback has been positive toward these features although merging all payment portals into a single dashboard with
single-sign on is a common citizen request.
Overall, feedback for the amount of information available on the site was positive. Users often found what they were
looking for and appreciate the cities attempts to continually improve the online services. However, there is identified
room for improvement in mobile responsiveness, schedule hosting, maps, and overall interactivity.
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4.3.4

311 and 311.lethbridge.ca

In addition to the Google Analytics data, the new 311 system provided further insights into the digital service usage
patterns of citizens over time. 311 phone data from the first four months of operation (March – June 2019) was
provided and summarized to identify the patterns below.
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0

9,168
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311 Information Requests
5,924

1,729

1,616

1,368

1,067

638

624

566

504

3133

3105

Utility Requests
2089

279

274

148

34

71

Service Requests
600
500
400
300
200
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0

502

497
426
347

311 Request Summary:
280

251

232

204

194

March 11 – June 30, 2019

174

Total Cases: 32,785
Total information requests: 26,712
Total service requests: 6,073
Total requests submitted online: 448

The most common information requests are utilities and waste & recycling, with the utilities requests divided further
into payment arrangement, billing, and move in/out. These two categories represent the majority of the information
requests and therefore provide an opportunity for improvement by providing more direct information on the website for
these categories. Utilizing 311 data and website trends this way allows for the reduction and optimization of 311 calls
by ensuring that users can find desired information on the website first, reserving the 311 system for more specific
and unique information requests.
For example, in the previous section the website search term ‘recycling’ is the fourth most popular with a 44.6% exit
rate. This gives the inclination that users first search for recycling information on the website, then 44% of users leave
the website when the first two pages don’t deliver the desired results, and proceed to call 311 for information. There is
opportunity for improvement where ensuring easy access to information on the website, providing those who search
first with the desired information, relieves 311 of an additional generic information request.
The service request distribution is much more even with damaged and missing carts being the most popular. The
most common comment from citizens regarding 311 service requests was the difficulty required to submit a request
online. Although 311.lethbridge.ca allows for this, the users find the process cumbersome, time-consuming, and
difficult. The LethRequests mobile app was often mentioned as a much easier and more intuitive method of submitting
service requests to the City. Bringing a similar functionality to mobile devices was the most requested improvement to
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4

the 311 service, bringing unique functionality such as easy to submit geotagged pictures as part of a service request,
or quick access to 311 FAQs.

4.3.5

Citizen Feedback Themes with Lethbridge.ca

The citizen engagement process revealed consistent website usability themes. Below is the feedback that was heard
most often:
•

“Make the website more interactive”
Users would like to see more interactive modules within the website, eliminating having to download
documents as PDFs. This includes displaying data in a web format, having searchable and subscribable
calendars, and interactive maps displaying construction and road issues. Many of the interactive maps
currently on the website are difficult to navigate with several relying on outdated Adobe Flash technology,
which often doesn’t allow viewing from a mobile device.

•

“Difficult to navigate, especially on mobile. Search is unreliable”
Citizen feedback indicated the website was difficult to navigate, especially when viewed on a small
screen. The website’s search functionality was also mentioned to be unreliable, adding to the website
navigation issue.

•

“Website looks out of date”
Many comments mentioned the look and feel of the website to be ‘out-of-date’, not aligning with
expectations built by popular websites today. Users commented that the website looks especially out of
date when viewed on a mobile device, as it is not optimized for multiple screen sizes.

•

“Citizen Dashboards”
A citizen dashboard is viewed by citizens as a solution to several issues relating to the website. This
would consolidate all payment portals to one payment system under a single user account. User history
and personal information would be visible to the user, as well as specific customized modules (transit
schedules, waste & recycling).

•

Positive Feedback
Comments often provided positive feedback to the website and its usability. Citizens most appreciate the
comprehensiveness of the information available on the website and recognize that the City has been
gradually improving the user experience and increasing the amount of services offered.
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5

Who Are Our Citizens?

5.1

Citizen Personas – Designing for your Audience

Over the course of the project, CGI conducted City employee and citizen surveys, as well as in-depth stakeholder
interviews. Born out of these results, government statistics, and research are user personas, which are composites of
various demographic groups that represent the population of Lethbridge. They are fictional narratives of real-life
individuals, representing separate groups of citizens based on their shared attributes and characteristics that
encompass a set of behaviors, goals, needs, and pain points.
With the DTMP designed with the citizen at the center, the strategy focuses on how the City’s digital services serve
each citizen group (persona), and their respective digital needs. Without an in-depth understanding of the specific
needs and characteristics of typical yet distinctive groups, decision-making overlooks the nonobvious needs causing
generalizations, which then only confirm what is already known about the groups and not addressing what is needed.
Personas not only provide information on specific needs but also act as an emotional bridge between design and end
product. Personas are used throughout the design process to facilitate discussion and guide strategy, functionality,
and content; reflecting back on each persona allows the design to stay on track.
CGI identified five archetypes of Lethbridge’s population groups:
• Student / youth
•

Business owner / dad

•

Indigenous

•

Immigrant / low-income

•

Senior

Each persona in the following section is supplemented with a Citizen Journey. These forward-looking journeys act as
a snapshot of what a day in the life of that citizen could look like when interacting with the City’s digital services with
the implementation of strategic digital interventions.
In addition, CGI summarized the needs and pains of City employees in three separate categories:
• City Hall employees
•

Offsite employees

•

Outdoor employees

Example questions that can be applied to personas to see how the needs of a demographic group are met:
•

Can this person access the online calendar with the option of signing up for a specific activity?

•

Will this person be able to access and fill out forms to apply for specific city services using a phone or
otherwise?

•

Will this person be able to understand the context of a city service description regardless of their mother
tongue?

•

How will this person use apps that register them for upcoming events?

•

What city notifications and updates are useful for this person?
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5.1.1

Student/Youth
Name Travis Lowe

Digital Interactions

Age 19
Family
Occupation
Education
Salary

Goals & Needs
•

To easily access information
about community events and
concerts with links

•

To book recreational activities
online like ice times

•

To pay for services online

•

To be able to track buses in real
time

Internet/Wi-Fi

Living with parents

City eTools

Student

Mobile Apps

Post-Secondary

Social Media

$15/hour

Magic Wand

Frustrations
•

Data drops in various parts of
the city

•

Online city information is
difficult to navigate and not
everything is optimized for
mobile

If I could wave a magic wand and make
everything "just work," the digital services I
would like available in the City include…
•
•

Calendar of events with links to
register (website and social media)
Interactive way to communicate
with the City

“The device in the palm of my hands has all
the information I need.”
the lives of its residents.”

Bio | Needs | Goals
Travis Lowe is 19 years old, and is in his second year at the University of Lethbridge majoring in business
administration. Once graduated, he will be looking to find placement at a local accounting firm. Travis belongs to the
age group of 15-24 year olds which comprises nearly 15% of the City’s population. Like majority of his friends, Travis
works part-time to help pay for tuition and to save money for travel and lives with his parents and siblings.
Travis relies mainly on his smartphone to access information including university class schedules and events
happening around the city. He owns a laptop that he uses for school but outside of classes he uses the newest
Samsung Galaxy, whose widgets he can customize to his preferences and likes. Travis likes how Google is integrated
across his device which makes it easy to find immediate and reliable information on any topic.
Travis rides public transportation to travel around the city and uses his phone to check bus times. When visiting a
major Canadian city earlier in the year, he liked the functionality of seeing real-time bus tracking on his phone and
hopes that feature comes to his city soon. His pastimes include playing recreational sports at the new ATB Center,
involving himself in events with the Students’ Union, and hanging out with his friends. Like majority of his
demographic, Travis relies on the internet to find immediate and reliable information. He and his friends are interested
in what the city has to offer, and though they download the city’s calendar on their phones, they would benefit from
being able to subscribe to a live calendar with push notifications.
Key Insights
•

Would like to see city services and websites optimized for smartphones

•

Thinks the transit app should offer digital passes and real-time bus tracking to improve commute

•

Real-time reporting of issues around the city using an app with an option to also report stray drug needles

•

Not being a person who likes talking over the phone, would like to see more digital interaction for things like
paying for or booking services
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This is Travis, a student and citizen of Lethbridge. He is 19, lives with his parents,
and studies at the University of Lethbridge.

Travis drives downtown and pays for
parking using the parking app. He receives
a notification that the funds on his account
are low, which prompts an automatic topup as per his settings preferences.

Travis checks the transit app before
heading to the university. The real-time
bus tracking feature shows him that the
bus is three minutes behind schedule.

11:30am

8:00pm

7:30am

5:30pm

Travis receives a notification that the
9pm hockey ice time he was
waitlisted for opened up.
Using single-sign on, Travis confirms
his booking.
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5.1.2

Business Owner/Dad
Digital Interactions

Name Mark Douglas
Age 41

Internet/Wi-Fi

Family Wife and two children
Occupation

City eTools
Mobile Apps

Plumber

Social Media

Education Trades/Red Seal
Salary

Goals & Needs
•

To receive live information on
traffic, road work, snow removal

•

To use online services to book
recreational activities

•

To quickly obtain business
permits and licenses online

•

To know what kind of family
affordable activities are
scheduled in the city, preferably
through a live calendar

$90/hour

Frustrations
•

•

Magic Wand

Concerned about the level of
service his internet provider is
offering. However, he has no
other alternative in the industrial
park in which his shop is located

If I could wave a magic wand and make
everything "just work," the digital services I
would like available in the City include…

Finds the city website to be nonfunctional; unable to find proper
links (some are circular) and
would like a better online
payment system

•
•

Fast, city-wide internet
Online applications and payments for
everything personal and business

“The City is making good progress trying to
simplify”
the lives of its residents.” the lives of its
residents.”

Bio | Needs | Goals

Mark Douglas, his wife, and kids were born and raised in Lethbridge and feel a deep connection
city. Mark
the lives oftoitstheir
residents.”
followed the occupational footsteps of his father and established himself in the plumbing trade. He feels his income
provides a stable and enjoyable life for him and his family who use weekends for family time by spending them
swimming at their local public pool, skating, and riding bike trails.
Mark opened his own shop in Lethbridge’s industrial park but spends much time in his truck driving to clients and
businesses requesting his services. To schedule them, Mark relies on his smartphone when working offsite and his
laptop when in the shop. He is concerned about the level of service his internet provider offers to the shop but, as
there are no other alternatives, he is forced to stay with one company.
Key Insights
•

Would like to see comprehensive internet coverage in the industrial park

•

Finds it efficient to be able to book work permits online as opposed to in person

•

Follows the City’s Twitter account for roadwork updates; interested in seeing push notifications

•

Likes being able to book his kids’ swimming lessons online but believes the site could use streamlining

•

Is pleased to see the City’s efforts in simplifying residents’ lives through digitization
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This is Mark, a citizen of Lethbridge. He is 41, married, has two children, and a dog.
Mark owns his own plumbing business. When not working, he enjoys spending time
with his family.

Mark applies for his business’ work
permits online the night before his
scheduled service calls.

Mark receives a Recreation &
Culture app notification confirming
his picnic shelter booking at the
Henderson Lake Park.

8:00pm

6:05am
6:00pm

12:30pm

Mark receives notification of a road
closure on his regular route to his
shop due to a 2-car accident. An
hour later, he receives an update
that the road has reopened.
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5.1.3

Indigenous
Name Jay Tailfeathers

Digital Interactions

Age 29
Internet/Wi-Fi

Family Single

City eTools

Occupation Tire and lube tech

Mobile Apps

Education High School
Salary

Goals & Needs
•

To be able to access everything
he needs on his mobile

•

For the City to engage the
Indigenous population through
their online services

•

To have a way of efficiently
reporting to emergency services
incidents pertaining to the drug
crisis (ex: reporting stray needles
via a ‘MyCity’ app)

Social Media

$36,000/year

Frustrations
•

Magic Wand
If I could wave a magic wand and make
everything "just work," the digital services I
would like available in the City include…

Has a hard time finding
streamlined information on
resources available to him,
especially pertaining to
Indigenous relations, and

•
•

Public Wi-Fi
Interactive bike trail app

how to access them
“I know there are resources out there for me
but I don’t know what they are.”

Bio | Needs | Goals
Jay Tailfeathers was born on the Kainai Nation reserve and moved to Lethbridge after completing high school. Jay
belongs to a family of six with a mother, father, and three siblings. Most of his family and extended relatives live on the
reserve, though Jay’s demographic is seeing an increase of mobility from the reserve to the city. The Indigenous
demographic now comprises 6% of the city’s population and, according to the latest Statistics Canada, the City of
Lethbridge saw a 40% increase in the Indigenous population between the 2011 and 2016 censuses.
Jay moved to Lethbridge to seek better employment opportunities but feels disconnected from the city as its
engagement initiatives with the Indigenous population are limited. He currently works as a technician at Mr. Lube
where he gets to and from using his bicycle in the summer and public bus in the colder months. As he is great with
cars, Jay sees himself working toward a trades apprenticeship.
Jay currently shares a house with his two roommates who are also Indigenous. His low income pushes him to live
with others and makes it harder to save up for a car and all associated expenses. Jay has access to the internet at
home as he and his roommates split the bill but his low data plan has him seeking Wi-Fi connectivity throughout the
city. As he does not own a computer or a laptop, he relies heavily on his phone. In his spare time, he enjoys playing
video games and basketball when the weather permits.
Key Insights
•

Real-time tracking of buses

•

Would benefit from a mobile app for bike trails and ride-sharing

•

Would like to renew his bus pass on his phone

•

Seeks reliable information regarding services that are specific to Indigenous culture

•

Hopes for public Wi-Fi hotspots to counter mobile data limitations due to low income

•

Finds the website unengaging
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This is Jay, an Indigenous citizen of Lethbridge. He is 29, single, and lives with his
roommates. He travels to work and his pastime activities by bus or bike.
Jay checks the city transit app before
heading to work for a real-time update of
the bus schedule. He also receives a
notification that his bus pass is about to
expire, with the option to reload using the
City’s payment system.

Once home from work, Jay maps
out bike trail directions using the
city’s park app and heads to meet
his friends at the ATB Center.

11:30am
6:00am

5:30pm

On his lunchbreak, Jay checks and
subscribes to the City calendar,
filtering for Indigenous events.
He then receives a push notification
of upcoming events for the month.
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5.1.4

Immigrant/Low-Income
Digital Interactions
Name Grace Ramos
Internet/Wi-Fi

Age 47
Family Husband and child

City eTools

Occupation Residential cleaner

Mobile Apps

Education High School
Salary

Goals & Needs
•

To have digital services and
resources explained in plain
language

•

To achieve working digital
literacy

•

To be able to connect to more
public Wi-Fi as internet at home
is not available due to financial
constraints

Social Media

$17/hour

Frustrations

Magic Wand

•

Online city services aren’t
provided in her language

•

City application processes are
complicated and not userfriendly. Applications for
subsidized services are in paper
form, then submitted digitally.
Process is difficult, and many
find non-city resources to be
easier to navigate

If I could wave a magic wand and make
everything "just work," the digital services I
would like available in the City include…
•
•

Public Wi-Fi
Translated Resources

“I know my child will have a better future
here in Canada.”

Bio | Needs | Goals
Grace Ramos emigrated from the Philippines four years ago with her husband and son. Her family faces challenges
posed by limited income but is hopeful that her son’s enrolment at the University of Lethbridge will provide him with a
better life than she had. Grace works almost fulltime as a residential cleaner, a job she obtained through the Filipino
community. She makes little over minimum wage, which it is not always enough as she rarely works fulltime hours.
Grace’s family relies on public Wi-Fi or the library for internet connectivity. Lack of connectivity poses a challenge to
Grace as it limits what she can access online and how often, which is an added barrier to an already low digital
literacy. Though Grace has a working comprehension of the English language as it is used in the Philippines, she still
experiences a language barrier as the words and sentences she is used to vary from what she reads in Lethbridge. A
translation of text into Tagalog would be helpful, as would simplicity in text and navigation. For example, the city’s
website language is lengthy and immigrants and persons of low-income would would prefer plainer text.
As Lethbridge’s online services are not mobile-friendly, they add more barriers to obtaining city services. City
application processes are complicated and forms come in paper format that then need uploading for digital
submission. As a result, Grace finds herself reaching out to not-for-profits that specialize in the services that she and
her family need, instead of reaching out to the City.
Key Insights
•

Low digital literacy

•

No internet at home; uses public Wi-Fi and library computers

•

Would benefit from simplified/plain language describing services; option for translation

•

Relies on Filipino community for news, events, and other city and work related information

•

Seeks mobile-friendly application processes
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This is Grace, an immigrant living on low-income, and a citizen of Lethbridge. She is
47, and is excited to obtain working digital literacy, as well as learning what this city
has to offer.

After cleaning the residential space
she works at, Grace connects to the
Wi-Fi to check bus times and heads
to the local library.

Grace awaits her bus connection at the
Transit Terminal on her way to work.
She uses public Wi-Fi to connect with
her friends and family back home.

4:30pm

9:05am
9:00am

2:30pm

Grace receives a notification from the
local public library updating her on
upcoming computer classes.
Notification is translated into Tagalog.
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5.1.5

Senior
Digital Interactions

Name Phyllis Matheson
Age 67

Internet/Wi-Fi

Family Widowed

City eTools

Occupation Retiree

Mobile Apps

Education High School
Salary

Goals & Needs
•

To achieve better working digital
literacy so that she can use
public library computers

•

To have access to friendly user
interfaces. For example, options
with larger font sizes

•

To access a one-stop place to
learn about community events

Social Media

$25,000/year

Frustrations
•

Is intimidated by digitization

•

Cannot afford costs
associated with using the
internet effectively, like a
home computer

Magic Wand
If I could wave a magic wand and make
everything "just work," the digital services I
would like available in the City include…
•
•

•

User-friendly interfaces
Scheduling shared-ride public
transportation services (like AccessA-Ride
Digital literacy classes

“I don’t want to lose connection with a
changing society.”

Bio | Needs | Goals
Phyllis Matheson lives in a retirement home in Lethbridge’s inner city. She connects with her grandchildren using an
older smartphone and tablet loaded with a communications app that is easy to use. Her demographic, seniors aged
65 and over, comprise 17% of the City’s population. This group is the largest user of tablets, because of the screen
size, which makes its interface easier to navigate.
Though she is intimidated by the digital era, Phyllis is eager to learn more so that she feels connected with the city
and society in general. She knows that much of the information on senior services is updated online but does not
know how to access it. Phyllis enjoys visiting the public library where she occasionally asks the librarians for help with
the computers and other technological devices.

Key Insights
•

Wants to be able to book Access-A-Ride services

•

Wants to attend digital literacy classes

•

Enjoys the 311 service and being able to talk to a real person
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This is Phyllis, a senior citizen of Lethbridge. She is 67, and enjoys spending time
outdoors and making connections with people.

Phyllis calls 311 and reports a fallen
branch that is blocking a pathway in a
nearby park.

Phyllis checks the status of the earlier placed
311 request by logging into the City app on
her tablet. The saved app preferences display
the content in a larger font with a higher
contrast ratio.

11:30am
10:00am

4:30pm

Phyllis books an Access-A-Ride on
her tablet to get to the weekly bingo
program at the Nord-Bridge Senior
Centre.
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5.1.6

City Employee Characteristics

In addition to the five citizen personas, CGI captured the key city employee survey trends in three separate
categories: city hall employees, offsite office employees, and outdoor employees.
The key trends show similarities across categories, namely that city employees would like to use collaborative tools
like instant messaging, real-time file sharing, and cloud storage for more effective work flow, and would like to see
upgrades to hardware equipment coupled with comprehensive software training. Other requested digital capabilities
included electronic timesheet submission for overtime hours (as was specific in the case of Outdoor Employees) and
ability to submit electronic vacation requests, purchase order and change request approvals, and expense reports.
Although some departments already have certain aforementioned functionalities, they are not universal among all
three categories.
Though city employees see room for improvement regarding digital efficiency, overall they are satisfied with the
internal digital services they are using.
Key Insights
• Seeking collaborative tools
•

Collaborative tools
•

Cloud storage

•

Real-time document sharing

•

Instant messaging enterprise software

•

City of Lethbridge website refresh

•

Upgrades to equipment and software with comprehensive training

•

City of Lethbridge-wide digitization of HR related requests
•

Timesheet submission (e.g. overtime)

•

Vacation requests
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6

Appendix

6.1

Comparable Municipalities Detail

Aside from following common trends, each municipality has varying individual priorities and unique overall digital
strategies that pertain to the specific needs of their citizens.

Richmond, British Columbia
Population: 216,000
Completed Initiatives

Future Digital Trends

• Developed mobile app ecosystem – City services app, service
reporting app (similar to 311), garbage/recycling apps
• Citizen portal on the city website to register for programs,
access utility and tax information, view schedules, and more
• Implementation of single-sign on customer profiles
• Free Wi-Fi available in most city owned facilities
• Ability to pay tax and utility payments using a credit card
• Online license renewals (pets, businesses, etc.)

• To fully integrate and enable communication between
multiple systems and the Digital Nervous Ecosystem
• To ensure citizens of Richmond have a cohesive, integrated
customer experience by providing one portal to complete
tasks
• To provide a single eCommerce engine to simplify and
streamline online customer transactions
• To make better business decisions by having improved data
analysis and business intelligence

The latest City of Richmond Digital Strategy focuses on enhancing the City’s web and mobile environments. The
strategy identified five main goals to reach for in the near future.
•

Extending the reach of online city services
Richmond currently provides the capability to pay for business licenses, pet licenses, parking tickets, and
more on the city website. This initiative focuses on expanding the available online services, while at the
same time optimizing business processes. This helps citizens and businesses save time by reducing the
bureaucracy associated with local government by improving automatic re-registration and streamlined ebills.

•

Expanding the connected city architecture
Additional focus is placed on ensuring mobility for citizens and employees by expanding the internet
connected architecture within the City of Richmond. This includes increased fiber-optic and broadband
access to city facilities and public spaces and increased Wi-Fi availability throughout the city in city-owned
facilities and community centers.

•

Extending mobility for staff
Development and implementation of a Digital Nervous Ecosystem (DNE) to allow Richmond employees
more mobile enablement, permitting mobile access to work orders and real-time work updates. This
system aims to facilitate data sharing across multiple platforms and departments.

•

Integrate and interconnect city infrastructure
This goal includes the development of the above mentioned DNE with a focus on the integration of
various systems into the DNE. This integration with a central system will facilitate the sharing of data
points from system to system, allowing the DNE to respond to triggers in one system and start the
necessary business process in another to address the request.
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•

Promote open, transparent government
The citizens of Richmond have requested new ways of interacting with the city to promote transparency.
Richmond’s digital strategy includes new efforts to address this through streaming video (council and
other meetings), a City social media presence, and enhancement of mobile apps.

The City of Richmond completed a proposal for the 2019 Smart Cities Challenge, a competition hosted by
Infrastructure Canada. The Richmond proposal focused around the need for end-to-end data management. To be
truly end-to-end, they detail four segments of data management: collect, connect, crunch, and communicate. The
resulting implementation is meant to enhance mobility of people, enable informed decision making, improve
emergency responsiveness, and integrate communications.

Fredericton, New Brunswick
Population: 58,000
Completed Initiatives

Future Strategic Trends

• An open data portal built on the ESRI open data platform
• Fred e-Zone: A free, community-wide Wi-Fi network providing
residents, businesses, and visitors with mobile network access
from virtually anywhere within the city
• GoFred Dark Fiber: City-wide, secure, and dedicated fiber
offered on an annual rental basis to customers in the city

• Utilizing digital solutions to facilitate transparency, openness,
and the enhancement of our community
• Increase access to digital services and technologies for all
citizens
• Develop an ‘Innovation District’ within the City of Fredericton
to help attract new businesses and talented individuals

The City of Fredericton has created Digital Fredericton, a five year strategic plan to become more responsive,
transparent, and efficient. There are three main layers to the initiative:
•

Layer 1: Transformative move of core systems to the cloud

•

Layer 2: e-Government – Ethnographic research to understand the customer, improve user experience,
and define customer segments

•

Layer 3: Connected Community – Enabling innovative solutions from startups and other stakeholders

Layer 1 focuses on moving core systems - streamlined utility and customer billing, work order management, and field
service delivery - to the cloud. This enables customer self-serve access to billing accounts with real-time updates.
Layer 2 involves the deep one-on-one conversations necessary to get to know each customer segment. Fredericton
community engagement activities follow a Citizen Experience Strategy developed to identify and learn more about the
citizens through phone calls, face-to-face conversations, surveys, and focus groups. These insights are then used for
journey and empathy mapping to develop personas within each segment. And finally, layer 3 breaks down the
segregated silos of information and data to connect citizens with their personal data and specific interests within the
city. The Digital Community Hub is at the heart of layer 3, integrating city and citizen data in a unified dashboard that
provides one place for citizens to interact with the City of Fredericton.
The City of Fredericton’s 2019 Smart Cities Challenge proposal builds upon the priorities created in Digital
Fredericton. Fredericton partnered with nearby St. Mary’s First Nation to develop the proposal and it outlines several
additional initiatives:
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•

Doorable: An app to assist those with mobility limitations by allowing them to wirelessly open doors from
the app, view maps of the accessible city, and provide a platform for users to give feedback

•

Road Home Digital Platform: Enabling a common data platform for homeless-serving agencies. This
initiative aims to provide a single point of contact for the homeless to interact with the city, thereby
reducing costs and the need for individuals to retell their story to multiple service providers

•

Non-Profit Data Collaboration: Working with non-profit organizations to enable community-wide
engagement in the use of data to effectively address community problems and better improve service
delivery

One of the key insights they had while completing their community engagement initiatives was that they “could not be
a smart community if we left behind the people that are most likely to be under-engaged – those who often experience
vulnerability, marginalization, or exclusion”. This prompted them to put more emphasis on ensuring that these
communities were adequately served and listened to throughout each engagement process.

Markham, Ontario
Population: 343,000
Completed Initiatives

Future Strategic Trends

• Developed pilots around smart infrastructure – water
management and flood mitigation
• Incorporated digital literacy plans into existing library technology
strategies
• Continual improvements to Markham’s citizen portal
• Launched an open data portal

• Pilot data analytics solutions and technologies to solve city
problems
• Implement single sign-on to the citizen portal
• Develop a plan for online voting for 2022 elections
• Investigate smart infrastructure applications in city buildings
• Create a ‘living lab’ and innovation hubs

Markham’s digital strategy prioritizes initiatives around three main themes that emerged from consultation sessions
with the city’s digital strategy team. The first theme notices the city had been implementing short term initiatives
without a clear ownership structure. The second theme focuses on better enablement of staff to be more effective with
better digital tools. Lastly is the lack of resource planning and capacity to execute new initiatives. Markham
acknowledged these issues and used them to prioritize their key strategies below, to be reached by 2025.
•

Improved Community Engagement and Service – Integrating city services to web and mobile,
expanding community engagement on digital platforms, and improving digital literacy

•

The Digital Workplace – Increase organizational digital maturity, establish a digital operating model, and
enhance data-driven decision making

•

The Digital Differentiator for Business – Develop community partnerships, establish new standards for
smart city implementations, and attract new businesses with digital incentives

•

The City as a Platform – Establish a ‘living-lab’ in Markham to allow private and academic institutions to
rapidly build and test prototypes in real-world scenarios, increase awareness of their Digital Markham
brand, and increase access to open data

Markham’s 2019 Smart Cities Challenge proposal aimed to use technology to help empower the seniors in the
community to make choices and experience pro-active and responsive care that eliminates social isolation. The senior
population in Markham is expected to grow 60% by 2026, in comparison to only 5% and 16% in youth and adult
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populations respectively. The Smart Cities Challenge proposal focused on development of a Community Wellness
Platform where seniors and caregivers have direct access to city information and services. This platform allows
caregivers to monitor wellness indicators, connect seniors with the right services at the right times, assist with mobility
challenges, relieve social isolation, and more.

Surrey, British Columbia
Population: 518,000
Completed Initiatives

Future Strategic Trends

• Surrey City Energy operates the smart district energy systems
within the city using smart infrastructure
• Traffic Management Center – The most advanced municipal
center of its kind in BC. Allows adjustment of traffic flow based
on real-time indicators
• Open Data catalogue – Comprises of more datasets than any
other municipality in Canada
• Citywide Wi-Fi – Offers free Wi-Fi in over 60 locations
• MySurrey app – Convenient mobile app for residents to access
their city account information and city resources

• Smart Surrey Broadband Strategy – Aims to keep the city
competitive with broadband demands
• Innovation Boulevard – Partnering with other private and
public sectors to drive innovation
• Crime prediction analytics – Using data to make more
informed policing decisions
• Developing the structures and governance to support
autonomous shuttles and smart mobility infrastructure

Similar to the City of Richmond, the City of Surrey benefits from the size of the Greater Vancouver Area. This provides
advantages including a strong economy across all 21 municipalities in the GVA, efficient transportation links, and a
large, skilled labor force. Surrey developed a strategic digital plan to leverage these advantages by focusing on the
following areas:
•

Social Engagement and Activity
• Community engagement
• Open data
• Enhanced connectivity – wired & wireless

•

Economic Growth
• Enabling a knowledge workforce
• Attracting business startups
• Economic diversification

•

Service Delivery Innovation
• Digital Government
• Mobile Workforce
• Service requests

•

Smart City Infrastructure
• Smart water & sewer management
• Smart energy initiatives
• Smart transportation
• Smart buildings

Surrey’s digital strategy aims to provide a foundation for future technologies to be seamlessly integrated into existing
platforms. By continuing to engage with their citizens, Surrey plans to continue developing smart city initiatives that
improve how people move around, earn a living, participate with the city, and enjoy the environment all while ensuring
public safety.
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Kitchener, Ontario
Population: 242,000
Completed Initiatives

Future Strategic Trends

• Efficient smart parking system – Showing users where to park
• Smart water metering – Alerts consumers of unusually high
water usage before receiving the bill
• Available free Wi-Fi in public spaces
• Alongside a streetlight conversion to LED in 2016, Kitchener
installed a narrow band network linking adaptive control sensors
for future smart city use
• Single login for tax and utility e-billing with live consumption data
• New bylaw enforcement applications

• Expanding the free Wi-Fi zone
• Increase the use of wireless sensors to monitor utilities, water,
waste, and more
• Continue implementing the city’s mobile strategy that
empowers employees to be more efficient when working
remotely
• Develop an organization-wide approach to data management
• Expand the city’s open data network
• Support digital literacy initiatives through the library and
external organizations

Kitchener developed a digital strategy in 2017, built around four key themes:
•

Connected
This theme is focused on connecting citizens. This includes critical infrastructure like roads, electricity,
and water distribution. Connected initiatives make increasing use of smart sensors and implementing free
Wi-Fi points, all while expanding the cities broadband networks available to individuals and businesses.

•

Innovative
Innovation is about driving change that has an impact of the lives of the local citizens. This includes
providing flexible internal IT solutions that support citizen services, expanding mobile capabilities of
employees, and working closely with the private sector and post-secondary institutions on new projects.

•

On Demand
On the internal side, this means utilizing data to make better business decisions. These action plans
include developing a new organizational data management framework to provide guidance on data
collection and usage, while also expanding the open data catalogue. On the citizen-facing side, this
focuses on aligning all city digital services to support single-sign on and a one-stop portal for all municipal
services available to the citizen. This creates opportunities for more personalized service and a portal to
conduct customer engagement activities.

•

Inclusive
When developing their plan, Kitchener worked to ensure that every citizen is included and benefits from
the new initiatives outlined. A large part of their digital strategy focuses on ensuring a minimum level of
access to technology for all citizens. This means establishing a service level standard for public
technology and internet access across the city. They also put an emphasis on supporting public libraries
as they expand their digital offerings, in addition to advocating for the local tech sector to promote their
own digital inclusion initiatives, including outreach and mentoring.
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St. Albert, Alberta
Population: 66,000
Completed Initiatives

Future Strategic Trends

• Launch of online city e-services – online billing, facility bookings,
license renewals, property information, program registration,
and more
• Installation of real-time air quality monitoring stations
• New electric vehicle charging stations and procurement of
electric transit buses
• Administration of an online census
• Remote vehicle tracking and fleet management to track and
assess vehicles in real time
• E-governance systems – e-town halls, webcast meetings, digital
public engagements
• RFID tags on residential garbage bins to collect information
• Free Wi-Fi in community facilities

• Implementation of data visualizations and innovative use of
analytics and dashboards
• Further integration of mobile technology into operations, such
as building inspections using mobile devices all with remote
access to the proper files to complete the job
• Municipal digital network and fiber optic expansion
• Internal change management support and smart city
governance
• Smart city operations center and data hub
• Development of the Intelligent Transportation System to
optimize intersections and traffic flow
• Continued digital literacy programs through the St. Albert
public library
• Digital transit Smart Fare cards – Pay with an app

St. Albert’s latest digital strategy was developed in late 2016 and serves as a roadmap for new digital developments
throughout the city. The plan identified 65 specific initiatives within 29 broader strategies with timeframes ranging from
within one year to over a decade. These strategies are narrowed down further to six visions:
•

People Vision
This area is about ensuring all citizens are connected and informed. This includes ensuring fast and
secure broadband to citizens and businesses at an affordable rate. On the city employee side, it is giving
the city employees the necessary tools, support, and connections to deliver services to their community.
St. Albert also places a focus on ensuring those that lack personal access to technology are supported by
the municipality and are provided education opportunities through city programs.

•

Economy Vision
This vision builds upon the previous, taking the next step and ensuring businesses have the infrastructure
necessary to innovate. This includes easy access to local data and analytics and providing city services
that attract new businesses and skilled workers. St. Albert aims to establish themselves as a living lab
where industry and academia can collaborate to address real world issues and test new technologies. An
example would be allowing self-driving cars to be tested within the city or a pilot for solar panels to be
fitted to homes and integrated into the power grid.

•

Mobility Vision
This vision aims to improve transportation efficiencies such as equipping intersections with intelligent
systems that adjust automatically to ensure vehicles flow safely and optimally. Extending to public transit,
the vision highlights the need for real-time location data for buses and other public assets. Mobility isn’t
only restricted to vehicles. St. Albert also highlights improvements to local walking/biking trails by
equipping digital signposts/kiosks with maps and other important information.

•

Environment Vision
St. Albert aims to become a leader in resource conservation and renewable energy generation. They
have implemented automatic dimming public lighting depending on if vehicles or people are present in the
area. The digital strategy emphasizes energy efficiency in city assets and implementing a distributed
energy approach (e.g. using solar panels to power a bus stop).
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•

Living Vision
Merging local amenities, street furniture, public art, and events with modern technology. Initiatives include
charging stations in public areas, free W-Fi connectivity, digital kiosks with city and tourist information,
and improved web services.

•

Governance/Operations Vision
Transparency is key, and developing a strategy around data collection and usage is a priority. St. Albert
aims to expand the open data portal to include more datasets and provide more insight into the usage of
the data it collects. This focus of transparency also extends to improving city operations such as added
flexibility and efficiency in procurement and purchasing.

Kelowna, British Columbia
Population: 132,000
Completed Initiatives

Future Strategic Trends

• Dark fiber network connecting city facilities, leasing capacity to
nonprofits, schools, and private businesses
• Implemented an open data platform available to the public
• Use of data analytics to make better business decisions – crime
reduction, housing indicators, and more

• Improve traffic and transportation efficiencies using new
technologies as part of their Transportation Master Plan
• Use renewable resources to reduce emissions – Increase the
amount of electric vehicle charging stations, empower
individuals to supplement electricity consumption with solar
• Encourage the use of car sharing programs and alternative
transportation (scooters, bikes, etc.)

The City of Kelowna developed their intelligent city roadmap to improve efficiencies, reduce costs, improve
departmental outcomes, and solve increasingly complex issues. The city is currently in the final stages of developing
their complete Intelligent City Strategy, however they note a few initiatives currently underway. These approaches are
a part of the Imagine Kelowna vision, resulting from over 4000 citizen engagements and contributions. These
initiatives follow four principles: collaborative, innovative, connected, and responsible.
•

Redesigned City Transit
Although not strictly a digital initiative, Kelowna officials recognize the need for efficient transit to relieve
traffic congestion. This includes initiatives to make public transit hassle-free by using real-time transit
tracking, digital bus passes, and eventually leading to efficient traffic monitoring.

•

Chat Bot Integration
Kelowna is looking to supplement their web services with a chatbot implementation that can quickly
connect residents with the information they seek, without tying up human resources.

•

Online Services Improvements
Reviewing and refreshing their online service offerings. Using a ‘service design thinking’ approach, the
initiatives include refreshing the e-subscribe email notification system and implementing a citizen
dashboard.

•

Data Driven Decisions
Enabling data-driven decision making and cross-departmental collaboration.
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6.2

Survey Trend Details

6.2.1

Citizen Survey Summary

The citizen surveys were completed in July – August 2019 and were open to all citizens through the website
community engagement portal. The goal of the survey was to gather feedback from the public on the current state of
digital offerings available from the City, as well as to gain insight into what types of services the public would like to
see in the future.
Each question is provided with a summary of the key trends.

Overall Results
Years lived in
Lethbridge

77
Responses

Responses

Responses

Age Range

0-2 years

4

15-24

1

2-5 years

5

25-44

43

5-10 years

10

45-64

26

10+ years

58

65+

7

Q1) Which online services of the City of Lethbridge do you use regularly?
e-Utilities
Website
Social Media Pages
License Renewals (Dog Licenses..)
Garbage & Recycling (Recycling Wizard)
311
Event Scheduling
Tax Assessments
LethRequests App
Transit
Property Searches
Activity Registration
Permits
Library
Emergency Notifications
0.0%
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25.0%

Q2) Which services would you like to have online that are not currently available?
Online Bill Payments
LethRequests app
Improved booking events / lessons
Website refresh
Maps (showing current road constr. Etc..)
Electronic Transit Passes
Live transit information
Parking Payments
Taxes and Utilities visibility
Live chat
More awareness of what is available online
Citizen Dashboard
Better Internet Connectivity
0.0%

2.0%

4.0%

6.0%

8.0%

10.0%

12.0%

Q3) What do you like most about interacting online with the City?
Key Themes from comments:
• Interaction with the City’s social media pages are very good and responsive to post and comments
•

The social media pages are kept up-to-date, citizens frequently refer to them to find out what is happening
in the city and to keep up to date with City Hall

•

The existing apps are helpful. Transit and parks apps are easy to use and kept up-to-date

•

Online payment portals - Paying utility bills, parking tickets, and more

•

Time savings and instant feedback with regards to inspections

•

Coverage of city council events

Q4) What do you like least about interacting online with the City?
Key Themes from comments:
• Requires several different accounts to interact with the city (MyCity, eUtility, and more)
•

Website is difficult to read and navigate on mobile devices (especially maps and PDF documents)

•

Online services seem scattered and difficult to find on the website

•

Difficult to get follow up information from prior requests to 311

•

Site displays lots of information in PDF format
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Q5) If you could wave a magic wand and make everything "just work," what digital services would
you like available in the City?
Key Themes from comments:
• Online scheduling and purchase of swim passes, ice time bookings, etc.
•

Road condition updates – Weather advisories and construction notifications

•

System integration – Single sign-on into a single dashboard with all citizen information

•

LethRequests app – Bring 311 functionality to a single app

•

Replace the Breeze card with an app on your smart phone

•

311 chat bot capability – An alternative to speaking to a real person and faster than email.

•

Stream City Council meetings to Facebook and YouTube

•

Lime scooters/bikes – Increased ride sharing options

•

Improved parking services using a mobile phone

•

ID chips on waste and recycling bins to track usage and adjust fees accordingly

•

Free Wi-Fi in city-owned facilities and hotspots in public areas

•

A compliments submission system to give compliments to outstanding city employees

•

An app replacing the library card with library information

Q6) Do you have any other comments regarding the use of technology or interacting with the City
of Lethbridge online?
Key Themes from comments:
• Invest more money into newer smart technology – Such as efficient traffic management equipment and
software
•

311 functionality in an app – LethRequests

•

Additional security cameras and software in public areas

•

Improved waste and recycling efficiencies

•

More digital signs on roadways for motorists and pathways for hikers
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6.2.2

Internal Survey Summary

The internal survey was completed in September 2019. It was available to be completed by all employees at the City
of Lethbridge. The goal of the survey was to gain insight into the tools used by employees

Overall Results
Location

Responses

Offsite Offices

45

10+ years

47

City Hall Offices

32

5 - 10 years

17

Mainly Outdoors

22

2 - 5 years

25

0 - 2 years

10

99
Responses

Years working
with CoL

Responses

Q1) Which city-provided software, mobile apps, and online services do you use regularly?
0

5
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35

40

CityWise
Office
Peoplesoft
CityWorks
JD Edwards
Parcel Locator
Tempest
OnBase
ReportsNow
AutoCAD
e-Utility
Asset Planner
ArcGIS
Field Pro
Adobe Creative Suite
Tableau
Caseware
Risk Master
Gotomeeting
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45
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Q2) What online services, apps, and software would you like to use, that are currently not available
in the workplace?
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Office
Collaboration Tools (Teams, Skype, etc..)
Cloud Storage (Onedrive, Google Drive)
Analytics Software
Single Sign On

Q3) What tasks do you currently complete manually that you would like to see completed digitally?
(Ex. Timesheets, vacation requests, etc.)
0
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Timesheets
Vacation Requests
Overtime
Payroll Change Requests
Expenses / Claims
Procurement
Tablets
Vehicle Checksheets

Q4) What feedback do you have about the current digital experience in the workplace with the City
of Lethbridge?
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Overall Happy with the IT Org.
New Equipment / Software
Additional Training
Improve Procurement
Website Refresh
Inter-BU Collaboration
Sharepoint Integration
Collaboration Tools
Improve 311 User Friendliness
Improved Wireless
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